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Control of contamination is the most important issue in a cleanroom 
environment. The people are the main source of contamination. The 
garments they wear to protect your products or research results are a 
key factor in your quality control system. 
The Van Moer cleanroom range provides you with the garments you 
need to keep your processes clean and your products or results free from 
contamination..
The range is set up according to the garment system considerations for 
cleanrooms and other controlled environments as described in iEsT-Rp-
CC00 3.4, and will fit perfectly in your GMP and ISO standards.

CLEANROOM RANGE

ERGONOMIC FITTING
Your people have to feel good and perform in their garments. In this collection we 
have used all our knowledge  to create optimized wearer satisfaction. Our sizing is 
European and unisex and our size range is broad enough to fit all employees and 
allow them to work comfortably.

IDEALLY SUITED FOR INDUSTRIAL LAUNDERING

The choice of garments and fabrics is different depending on ISO Classification. 
In the garment specification in the catalogue we show clearly for which class a 
garment is suitable. On the next page we added a table to determine what garment 
configuration to use in which ISO Class.

MaTERials

In the process it is essential that the garments are fit for industrial cleanroom 
laundering and handling. All the fabrics and other materials we use are tested in 
industrial laundries extensively. In all our garments we provide an extra inlay to 
use for company or personal information and identification. 

QUaliTY laBEl
All the used materials are strongly controlled before production and our products 
are severely controlled on quality and sizing to ensure continuity.
Our garments are produced under a very tight Code of Conduct. In this COC we 
have very strong rules about child’s labor, forced labor, payment and workers 
safety. 



iEsT-Rp-CC003.4
This Recommended practice (Rp), iEsT-Rp-CC003.4, addresses the gowning of personnel 
as a critical aspect of cleanroom contamination control. specification and use of an 
appropriate gowning system is essential in limiting human-generated contamination 
from reaching and affecting product or processes in the cleanroom. iEsT-Rp-CC003.4 
provides nonmandatory guidance for the selection, specification, maintenance, and 
testing of garments or apparel and accessories appropriate for use in nonaseptic and 
aseptic environments.                 (Copyright © www.iest.org)

Maximum concentration limits (particulates/m³ of air) for particles equal to and larger 
than the considered sizes shown below (concentration limits are calculated in accordance 

with equation (1) in 3.2)

isO
classification
number (n)

0.1 µm 0.2 µm 0.3 µm 0.5 µm 1 µm 5 µm

isO Class 1 10 2

isO Class 2 100 24 10 4

isO Class 3 1 000 237 102 35 8

isO Class 4 10 000 2 370 1 020 352 83

isO Class 5 100 000 23 700 10 200 3 520 832 29

isO Class 6 1 000 000 237 000 102 000 35 200 8 320 293

isO Class 7 352 000 83 200 2 930

isO Class 8 3 520 000 832 000 29 300

isO Class 9 35 200 000 8 320 000 293 000

Garment system configurations
for different classes of air cleanliness

air Cleanliness Classes of isO 14644-1:1999
apparel Type isO

Class 8
isO

Class 7
isO

Class 6
isO

Class 5
isO Class
5 aseptic

isO
Class 4

isO
Class 3

isO Class 1
isO Class 2

inner suit        

Hair Cover (Bouffant)        

Woven Gloves        

Barrier Gloves        

Facial Cover        

Hood        

powered Headgear        

Frock        

Coverall        

Two-piece suit        

shoe Cover        

Boot        

special Footwear        

suggested Frequency
of Change1

2x/week 2x/week 3x/week 1x/day Per Entry Per Entry Per Entry Per Entry

1 Consideration should be given to the effects of seasonal conditions in some geographical regions. Note that the suggestions made are not based on scientificdata but 
    instead reflect the collective experience offered by the working group. Individual requirements for change frequency should be determined on a case-by-case basis.

 = recommended  -   = application specific  -   = not recommended  - 
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Fabric

Sizes

Colours 

Fabric

Sizes

Colours 

Fabric

Sizes

Colours 

van moerN.V.
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Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

COVERallinnER sUiT TROUsERs

white (R300)
light blue (R310)

white (R300)
light blue (R310)

ES-EEL

R300, R310

ES-EEL

R300, R310

BOOT
skid-resitant sole with diamond profile, 
instep adjustable with strap, elastic top 
hem, top hem strap adjustable, elastic at 
ankle

full face opening, eyeglasses slots, press 
studs for face mask fastening, press stud 
adjustable on back of head, 

HOOD
eyes opening only, eyeglasses slots, press 
stud adjustable on back of head

white (R300)
light blue (R310)

ES-EEL

R300, R310

HOOD

white (R300)
light blue (R310)

ES-EEL

light blue (AA10)
navy (AA13)

ES - EEL

light blue (AA10)
navy (AA13)

ES - EEL

R300, R310AA10, AA13AA10, AA13

front zip closure, placket with inner liner, 
press stud collar closure, sleeves with 
knitted cuffs, pen loop, elasticated waist, 
press stud adjustable trouser legs

trouser legs with navy knitted cuffs, inner 
front pocket with press stud closure, 
elasticated waist with cord in base fabric

sleeves with navy knitted cuffs, knitted 
cuff around neck

innER sUiT JaCk
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snOOD Cap

FROCk

atlantic blue (1011)

ES-EEL

1011

TROUsERs

full face opening, eyeglasses slots, press 
studs for face mask fastening, press stud 
adjustable on back of head, 

TWO PIECE OUTER GARMENT
JaCkET

press stud front closure, sleeves with 
knitted cuffs, knitted cuff around neck, 
knitted cuf around waist

atlantic blue (1011)

ES-EEL

1011

TWO PIECE OUTER GARMENT

white (R300)
light blue (R310)

ES-EEL

white (R300)
light blue (R310)

ES - EEL

white (R300)
light blue (R310)

ES - EEL

R300, R310

R300, R310R300, R310

hair covering cap with elastic

zipper front closure, full front closure with 
press studs, press stud collar closure, 
sleeves with knitted cuffs, pen loop

skid-resistant sole, foot opening with 
elastic, press stud adjustable on the back

sHOE COVER

Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

white (R300)

one size

R300

FaCE Mask
press stud adjustable fastening, upper 
part in gauze, lower part in base fabric
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Coverall

eyeglasses slots pen loop elasticated waist 
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Fabric

Sizes

Colours 

Fabric

Sizes

Colours 
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Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

BOOTHOOD

white (R900)
light blue (R910)

ES-EEL

R900, R910

FROCk
conductive knitted cuffs on sleeves, one 
piece back panel, front closure zipper, 
concealed press stud collar closure, ESD 
logo, pen loop in base fabric, stitched with 
conductive yarn

conductive knitted cuffs on sleeves, one 
piece back panel, front closure zipper, 
concealed press stud collar closure, 
elasticated waist, stud fastening for boot 
on trouser leg, ESD logo, pen loop in base 
fabric, stitched with conductive yarn

white (R900)
light blue (R910)

ES-EEL

R900, R910

COVERall

white (R900)
light blue (R910)

ES-EEL

white (R900)
light blue (R910)

ES - EEL

R900, R910R900, R910

skid-resistant ESD sole, concealed press 
stud for fixation on coverall trouser leg, 
instep adjustable with strap, elastic top 
hem, top hem with adjustable strap, ESD 
logo on back of legging, stitched with 
conductive yarn

full face opening, eyeglasses slots, 
concealed zipper front closure, boufant 
style crown, plastic press stud adjustment 
on back of head with extra conductive 
ribbon, stitched with conductive yarn
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conductive knitted cuffs

sublimation ink ESD logo
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Fabric

Sizes

Colours 
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Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

BOOT

hooded coverall, concealed zipper 
front closure, knitted cuffs on sleeves, 
horizontal and vertical press stud hood 
adjustment, elasticated waist, press stud 
adjustment trouser legs

light blue (R211)

ES-EEL

R211

COVERall

light blue (R211)

ES - EEL

R211

skid-restistant sole, Gamma rays and 
steam sterilizable sole, elasticated waist, 
instep adjustable with strap with metalic 
buckle, top legging strap adjustable 
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elasticated waist

Gamma ray and steam
sterilizable sole

metalic buckle
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Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

waREHOUsE COaT EsD
hooded coverall, concealed zipper front 
closure, elasticated cuffs on wrists and 
ankles, horizontal and vertical press stud 
hood adjustment, elasticated waist, vent 
opening in arm pit, ventilation panel in 
back, cargo pocket with rinsing openings

white (R100) 

ES-EEL

R100

COVERall spRaY

light blue (R110)

ES - EEL

R110

lapel collar, concealed press stud front 
closure, 1 chest pocket with ESD logo, 2 
lower pockets, stitched with conductive 
yarn
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ventilation panel

vent opening

cargo pocket
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Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

full length, concealed press stud front 
closure, 1 chest pocket, 2 extra large 
side pockets, press stud adjustable cuffs, 
bottom vent in back

inner front pocket with press stud closure, 
elasticated waist with cord in base fabric

white (2800) 

ES-EEL

2800

laB COaT laB TROUsERs

white (2800) 

ES - EEL

2800

15
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extra large side pocket

adjustable cuffs
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Colours 

Sizes

Fabric

concealed press stud front closure, press 
stud adjustable cuffs, elasticated waist, 
action back, trouser legs with knitted cuffs

yellow (0040)

ES-EEL

0040

COVERall

17
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action back



Fabrics
Reference Composition

weight
(grs/m²) isO Class Garment 

0040 99% Polyester / 1% Carbon 180 6-7-8 Food coverall

1011 99% Polyester / 1% Carbon 150 6-7-8 Two piece outer garment
jacket and trousers

2800 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton 210 8 Lab coat
Lab trousers

AA10
AA13

99% Polyester / 1% Carbon 94 6-7-8 Inner suit jacket
Inner suit trousers

AF00 100% Polyester 50 Gauze face cover

R100 98% Polyester / 2% Carbon 178 6-7-8 Spray coverall
ESD frock

R211 98% Polyester / 2% Carbon 110 4-5-6 Coverall pharma
Hood pharma
Boot pharma

R300
R310

98% Polyester / 2% Carbon 98 4-5-6 Coverall basic
Hood basic
Boot basic
Frock basic
Shoe cover
Snood cap
Face mask

R900
R910

98% Polyester / 2% Carbon 98 4-5-6 Coverall ESD
Hood ESD
Boot ESD
Frock ESD

Details

All our garments that have a zipper have 
our uncoloured polyamide p6 puller. 
This puller is both Gamma Ray and 
steam sterilizable.

Almost all our garments have a marking 
patch, a safe and convenient way to apply 
your barcode or other information.
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